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RIP Software

Why Harlequin?  
Time to market
• adopt a RIP solution that is seamlessly   
 integrated with the Meteor datapath 

Powerful features
• interpret a wide variety of native file types 
 including PDF, PostScript®, EPS, TIFF™,  
 JPEG, PDF/X, PDF/VT through one rendering  
 engine
• for applications such as labels and packaging,  
 export technical and structural contours,  
 override overprint for white and varnish and  
 brand colour match
• effortlessly stream raster data at high speed  
 through the Meteor datapath to the printheads

Proven
• first used in a production system in 1988,
 Harlequin is now at the heart of digital
 presses including Canon, Delphax,  
 HP Indigo, HP PageWide, Memjet, Roland   
 and Durst

Meteor’s Digital Front End ‘MetPrint’ and software API  
‘Print-Engine DLL’ accept PDF and other image formats using 
the fully integrated Harlequin® Host Renderer™ developed 
by Global Graphics Software.

The Harlequin Host Renderer is a Raster Image Processor 
(RIP), which is used to convert a page description language 
such as PostScript® or PDF into a stream of raster data that 
a printing device such as an inkjet printhead can understand. 

The Harlequin Host Renderer is perfect for a wide range of 
applications, from complex coding and marking, through 
transactional, transpromo and direct mail, to commercial print, 
publication, and books, to labels and packaging, to industrial 
and functional print.
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Meteor Inkjet Ltd is a leading independent supplier 
of industrial inkjet printhead solutions. Working 
closely with all major industrial inkjet printhead 
manufacturers, Meteor supplies production-ready 
electronics and software to printer OEMs and print 
system builders world-wide.

V1.0

printhead drive electronics • drop optimisation systems • ancillary components

ALSO FROM METEOR

Colour 
Harlequin can render to any output colour space including combinations of extended gamut 
colorants (e.g. CMYKOGV), photo-ink (e.g. CcMmYyKk), non-standard process sets for industrial 
print, spot colorants etc. 

Brand colours can be rendered as-is, or emulated using the available colorants, using look-up 
tables or more complex OEM-supplied algorithms, giving correct results even when used with live 
transparency.

 ICC profiles 
Harlequin ColorPro™, Harlequin’s built-in colour management, uses ICC profiles. It supports ICC 
v4 as well as v2, including DeviceLink profiles. Multiple profiles may be chained for emulation or 
ink limiting, as well as to characterize the output device. This enables separation of responsibility 
for avoiding over-inking from profiling new substrates. 
 
Colour management may be configured separately for different object types (e.g. images, text).
Harlequin can be configured to act on output intents in PDF/X and PDF/VT, and on document 
and page-level output intents in PDF 2.0 files to enable upstream control of some aspects of 
colour management. 
 
Black Point Compensation (BPC) may be applied for all input file types. It can be configured 
either at the job level or using new object-level control for BPC in PDF 2.0.

In-RIP barcode generation 
Harlequin Host Renderer includes In-RIP barcode generation for process control, postal delivery 
and supply-chain logistics. This feature allows the symbology, colour and size to be selected, 
with the specific data to be represented supplied in a simple configuration dictionary. Supported 
symbologies include: 1D symbologies such as EAN, UPC, ISBN; postal barcodes such as those 
used in the US, UK, Germany, Korea, Japan, Australia; and 2D codes such as data matrix, Aztec, 
QR Code.

Harlequin, Harlequin ColorPro and Harlequin Host Renderer are trademarks of Global Graphics Software Ltd that may be registered in certain jurisdictions.  PostScript is a trademark of Adobe 
Systems Incorporated which may be registered in certain jurisdictions.


